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EXHIBIT F-14 
Nonconforming Structure  
August 24, 2009 Proposal 

(redlining shows changes from the Nov. 4, 2008 
versions, reflecting PC workshop consensus) 

 
 

Because of the special involuntary reconstruction rights for single family, duplex, 
and historic landmark structures recommended by the Planning Commission as 
part of the Infill Amendments, a second subsection of LOC 50.70.020 must be 
created, retaining the current nonconforming requirements for “other structures.”  
Thus, LOC 50.70.020 is proposed to be repealed in its entirety, but, subsection 2 
is intended as a “placeholder” to continue current nonconforming structure rights 
for structures not listed in subsection 1, under the current 50% test. 

 
Section 50.70.020  Destruction, Movement and Replacement of Structures. 
1. Single-Family or Duplex Dwellings, Accessory Structures, and Historic 
Landmarks.   
 a. Applicability.  Excluding structures within the Flood Management Area 
(LOC Article 50.44), this subsection 1 is applicable to nonconforming: 
  (1)  Single-family (attached or detached) or duplex dwellings;  
  (2)  Historic landmarks designated or listed upon the Landmark 
Designation List, pursuant to LOC 58.02.025 or 58.02.080. 
  (3). Non-conforming accessory structures to a single-family dwelling, 
duplex dwelling, or historic landmark. 
 b. Ability to Construct or Reconstruct Nonconforming Structure.  
Subject to the one-year time limitation provided in subsection (1)(c) below, when an 
applicable structure, or any portion thereof, is damaged or destroyed: 
  (1), whether by By causes not under the control of the owner (including 
but not limited to fire, earthquake, flood, landslide, and wind or tree damage, but not 
including destruction due to lack of structural maintenance by the owner, for 
reconstruction, remodeling, or new construction),  
 

If we are treating voluntary and involuntary destruction the same, then this 
deleted portion above would be removed.  If we have different standards for 
reconstruction of non-conforming structures depending on how they were 
destroyed, then the above needs to remain in AND we need to address the 
different standards of reconstruction in this subsection (b). 

 
the rebuilding or reconstruction of the nonconforming structure, or portion thereof, shall 
be exempt from the provisions of this Code to the extent that the structure failed to 
conform.   
  (2) By causes under the control of the owner, e.g., lack of structural 
maintenance by the owner, reconstruction, remodeling, or new construction, the portion 
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of the nonconforming dwelling being rebuilt, reconstructed, or being newly constructed 
shall conform fully to City Codes and Standards. 
 

The Infill Task Force had recommended that the right to reconstruct a 
nonconforming dwelling would exist regardless of the cause of the damage or 
destruction (voluntary or involuntary), and eliminating the current 50% rule.  
(Under the current 50% rule, if the cost of rebuilding is more than 50% of the 
value of the structure, then the rebuilding had to comply with current 
requirements; if less than 50%, then the rebuilding could continue the degree of 
nonconformity previously existing.)   
 
The Planning Commission limited the right to reconstruct and continue the degree 
of nonconformity to only involuntary damage or destruction, but does concur that 
the 50% test should be eliminated.  Thus, if there is a voluntary damage or 
destruction (remodeling), the remodeling must fully comply with the code 
requirements.   

 
 c. Time Limitation.  In order to utilize the rights granted by subsection 
(1)(b) above, the building permit for the construction or reconstruction must be issued 
within one year from the date of damage or destruction.  If the building permit is not 
issued within the one year period, or if issued, the building permit expires, the ability to 
construct or reconstruct an applicable nonconforming structure shall cease.   
 d. Maintenance of Non-Conforming Structure.  Maintenance of a non-
conforming structure that does not enlarge or expand the structure is permitted; 
maintenance that does enlarge or expand the structure is subject to subsection (1)(e) 
below. 
 e. Expansion of Nonconforming Structure in Conforming Manner.  
Applicable non-conforming structures may also be enlarged or expanded in a manner 
which does not increase the degree of non-conformity. 
2. Structures Other Than Single-Family or Duplex Dwellings, Accessory 
Structures, and Historic Landmarks.  This subsection 2 is applicable to structures 
subject to subsection (2)(a) below. 
 a. Applicability.  This subsection 2 is applicable to all structures other than 
listed in subsection (1)(a) above. 
 b. Ability to Construct or Reconstruct Nonconforming Structure.   
Subject to the one-year time limitation provided in subsection (2)(c) below, If if a non-
conforming structure is damaged or destroyed by any means to the extent that the cost of 
rebuilding the damaged portions would exceed 50% of the then current replacement cost 
of the entire building, the rebuilding shall conform fully to City Codes and Standards. 
Determination of the rebuilding costs shall be made by the City Manager, who may 
utilize an appraisal or other suitable method to determine current replacement costs. If the 
damage is 50% or less of the current replacement costs, the rebuilding or reconstruction 
need not comply with the terms of this Code only to the extent that the destroyed portions 
of the structure failed to conform. 
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[This subsection 2 is reserved for amendment recommendation by Planning 
Commission arising from CDC / Policy Sections review of LOC 50.70.005, .020, 
and .030.] 

 
 
 c. Time Limitation.  In order to utilize the rights granted by subsection 
(2)(b) above, the building permit for the construction or reconstruction must be issued 
within one year from the date of damage or destruction.  If the building permit is not 
issued within the one year period, or if issued, the building permit expires, the ability to 
construct or reconstruct an applicable nonconforming structure shall cease.   
 
=========================================================== 
Issues for consideration in the CDC / Policy Review 
1. Maintenance of Non-Conforming Structure.   
 

Do we have the same standard for certain residential structures / landmarks 
in subsection 1 or do we retain the current maintenance / repair standard 
(LOC 50.79.030), or something different? 
“On any non-conforming structure or portion of a structure containing a non-
conforming use, normal repairs or replacement of non-bearing walls, fixtures, 
wiring, or plumbing may be performed in a manner not in conflict with the other 
provisions of the City Code. Nothing in this Code shall be deemed to prevent the 
strengthening or restoring to a safe condition of any building or part thereof 
declared to be unsafe by any official charged with protecting the public safety, 
upon order of such official.” 

 
2. Expansion of Nonconforming Structure in Conforming Manner.  Applicable 
non-conforming structures may also be enlarged or expanded in a manner which does not 
increase the degree of non-conformity, subject to compliance with LOC 50.70.005(3).  
  

Should non-single family / duplex dwellings or non-residential structures be 
permitted to expand in a conforming manner?  Presently, non-residential 
structures may not be expanded in a conforming manner. 


